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Abstract 

b x  wake phenomena are crucial to modern airnaft dcsign 
and operation. Based on an established theory, this study pre- 
sents a computational model of the vorax sheet evolution behind 
lifting surfaces. Furthermore, experiments are conducted to as- 
sess the numerical results of this study. The computational 
model is applied to understand how alterations in planfom ge- 
ometry affect engine exhaust dispersion rate. Many other poten- 
tial applicarions exist for this type of model. 

Nomenclature 
L' sectionallift 
u, ftusncamvelocity 
b wingspan 
c chordlength 

s dinction along VORCX sheet 
i, j indicesforpointwrrtices 

I+ 

vi 
x downsfreamdirection 
x/b- * downstream 

y directionnarmaltozintheTItfftzplane 
2 spanwisedinction 
r* io~alboundcirculation 
T(s) filament strength dismbution 
6 vortex sheet thickness 
y(s) circulation density distribution 

induced Z-velocity in Trcffa plam 
induced y-~elocity in T&?z plaae 

direction 

P density 
0 vorticity 
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1 .  Introduction 

Until rrctntly, trailing vcatcx sheet research depended heavi - 
ly on costly wind tunnel and flight m. With the advent of dig- 
ital computers, panel methods were used to model the 3-D vor- 
tex wakes behind aircraft. However, such 3-D panel methods 
require extensive computational effort This investigation uti- 
lizes a 2-D vortex method to develop an accurate and in- 
expensive computational model of the trailing vortex sheet- This 
method was pviously  studied by Rosenhead [5] and Chorin 
and Bmard [ 11. 

The understanding of airplane vortex wake phenomena is 
critical to commercial and military aviation. Powerful wake 
vortices generated by passenger airhers and transport aircraft 
an urntmely hazardous, espoCiaIly during takeqff and landing. 
Air Wfic must be spaced to avoid accidents. The direct conse- 
quence is that landing and takeoff rates are r e s a i d  below max - 

There are benefits from utilizing vomx wake phenomena. 

stealthiness through the wake mixing of hot engine exhaust. 

ducing induced drag. 

In this investigation, the computational model represents the 
wake bchind a lifting surface by a series of spanwise vortex fila- 
ments. Circulation strength distribution is dictated by the plan- 
form A fourthader Runge-htta integration scheme computes 

body. To avoid numrical instability, a smoothing parameter is 
used to desingularizc the governing equations [4]. The YB-49 
and the B-2 wen chosen for this study bccause their close ap- 
proximation to a lifting surface. Finally, experiments were per- 
formtdtoassesnumericalresuln. 

i m ~ ~ ~ l y .  

Milit;ay applications of v a t a  wakes illcludc increasing airplane 

Studying vortex wakes may also help to develop methods of E - 

the WaLe CVOIUUOII in -tal Trcffa-pla~ bchbd the lifting 

2. Theory 

According to classical aaodynamics, an airfoil section can 
be modeled as a boundvor~exwith a sectional liftL'(y) given: 

Assuming the planform to be untwisted and composed of self- 
similar airfoils, the sectional lift is dinctly propomonal to the 
airfoil chord length: 

Copyright @ 1992 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and 
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Since the sectional circulation is directly propomonal to lift, the 
local bound circulation strength is also propomonal to the chord 
length: 

(3) 

The change in bound circulation between adjacent sectional 
airfoils must form a vortex filament in the saamwise direction. 
The filament circulation density is qual to the difference in cir- 
culation between the adjacent differential wing sections, i.e.: 

Across the entire span of the lifting surface, this forms a vortex 
sheet composed of infinite filaments; therefore, the circulation 
density of each filament is propomonal to the local change in 
chord length. The individual filament circulation strength is 
given by: 

where ds is the width of an individual vortex filament. By sub- 
stitution, the circulation sangth of each Writ is given by: 

For this investigation, the governing equation is the conser- 
vation of momentum expressed in terms of the vorticity field, 
Equation (7): 

[x a + u v - R,v~]oJ(x. 1 t) = a, - v u  (7) 

Since the compressibility effects are negligible in the nailing 
wake, this fonn of the momentum conscrvatim essentially deter- 
mines the evolution of the vortex sheet. F ~ ~ d x m m c ,  two addi- 
tional assumptions apply in this casc. For typical aircraft appli- 
cations, the diffusivity (lm e) is small: therefore. the diffusion 
term can be neglected. As a consequence, there wi l l  bc no 
physical elimination of vorticity due to mixing. The d y  
three-dimensional wake can be approximated with an unsteady 
two-dimensional flow in the Trcfftz plane. This can be justified 
by the fact that the wake evolves faster in the Treffu plane as 
compared to the downstrean direction. Hence, the stretching 
term. II~.VIL di~appear~  TherefOre, the followbg induced VC- 
locities art daivat  

To avoid numerical instability and singularity, the smoothing pa- 
rameter, 6. is inserted [l&4]. Physically, 6 rcprscnts the finite 
thickness of the vortex sheet 

3 .  Numerical Model of the Vortex Sheet 

As mentioned previously, a vortex sheet can be analytically 
modeled as an infinite series of vortex filaments, each with a cir- 
culation density determined by the local rate of change in chord 
length. Computationally, the vortex sheet is modeled as a finite 
series of filaments, each with a width of ds. With the stated as- 
sumptions, the computer performs the unsteady two- 

dimensional calculations in Trefftz planes behind the lifting 
body. All displacements are normalized by the wingspan. At 
each Trefftz plane, the induced velocities of all vortex filaments 
art calculated and summed using Equation (8). Using the forth- 
order Rnnge-Kutta integration scheme, each point is advanced to 
the next Trefftz plane. This marching pedm represents the 
sheet evolution in time. 

As the wake calculation progresses, the spacing between 
individual vortex filaments incrtaseS, * therefore, additional points 
are insmed to insure adequate filament resolution. If the dis- 
placement between adjacent filaments exceeds a predefined 
value, Newton's polynomial interpolation is utilized to approxi- 
mate the shape of the vortex sheet. The circulation strengths of 
the in& point and its neighboring points are adjusted accord- 
ingly. Conversely, high concentdon of filaments OCCUT in spe- 
~Aic areas of the vortex sheet. Extra computation docs not justi- 
fy the limited sheet description gamed h m  excessively high fd- 
ament concentration Future program modifications may include 
a point-ranoval scheme. Before implementing a full scale analy- 
sis, three test cases involving point-vortex pairs werc conducted 
to insurc program integrity, 

4 .  Numerical Results 

For this investigation, two airaaft are chosen for full scale 
analysis of vortex sheet evolution, the Northrop YB-49 and the 
Northrop B-2 Svalth BO-. The aircraft are flying wings that 
can be represented as lifting surfaces fining the scope of this 
study. 

, 

4.1 YB-49Planform 

The YB49 provides a simple delta-wing planfOrmc2] with a 
known vortex sheet evolution. hence it is useful in verifying the 
full scale implementation of the unnputarional model. The vor- 
tex sheet of the YB-49 can also be used as a cornparison for the 
B-2. The vertical stabilizers and the small fuselage section arc 
ignored due to their minimal contribution to the vortex sheet. 
The planfom~ of the YB-49 and the comsponding circulation 
density disaibution are shown in Hgure 1. In thc this planform, 
it is worthy to note the infinite circulation density values at the 
wing tip caused by the chord-length discoatinuik 

f -- 
Figure 1 YB-49 planform and circulation density 

distribution 

AS the simple delta-wing planform of the YB-49 
produces a pair of counter-rotating varcices. Figurt 2 shows the 
vortex sheet evolution of the YB49 at various normalized 
downstream locations. 
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Figure 2 YB-49 vortex sheet evolution 

The B-2 has a more intcnsting planfotm[q. Although thert 
arc no chord-length discontinuities in this planform, the "saw- 

lar, circulation density distribution shown in Figure 3. 
tooth-like" lrailing edge provides an unique, yet scrmtwhat ngu- 

7 
Y 

Figure 3 B-2 planform and circulation density distri- 
bution 

0.6 

The vortex sheet evolution of the B-2 does not resemble a 

creates a vortex sheet oonsisting mainly of two counta-rotating 
vatex pairs (Figure 4). For a p sc explained later, the 

des. N= significant downstream dista~ce tht vortex 
shcet evolvcs into a counter-rotating vonex pair 

c~avcntional Idl-~p. The unisue circulatioo density disaibutiw 

points . gtotbeengincc T austaremarktdwithcir- 

Thisvorocxwckingtecluliqllcisapplicablein~yartasof 
aircraft design a d  fluid dynamics. For example, this technique 
may be used to produce a firstdm approximation of exhaust 
detectability and to prondc insight into planform modifications 

ample concentrates on how the vortex sheet evolution disperses 
theengineurhausraadimprovesdispersonrate. Ommustkeep 
in mind that 0th- design features also contribute to the disper- 

to reduce the d ~ m q .  AS part of the i n ~ ~ ~ t i g a t i ~ ~  this ex- 

sion of exhaust gas. 

The detMabity approximation includes the following as- 
sumptions. The detectability of a passive scalar in tht nailing 
wake, e.g. the t h d  energy introduced by the exhaus& is in- 

creases. "EnEngine arc-length" is defined as the length of the arc 
formcd by the exhaust points along the s-direction at any nor- 
malized downsrrcam locations. Throughout the vortex sheet 
evolution, the points comsponding to engine exhaust arc indi- 
vidually marked by a circle. F-, to avoid difflculnes in 

vccselypropamoaal ' to thc rate at which the ~ n g i a e  ar~-length in- 
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Figure 4 B-2 vortex sheet evolution 

modeling the complex mixing process between exhaust and am- 
bient air. it is assumed that the exhaust velocity equals the 
freesatam velocity. 

Several planform deviations from the original B-2 arc stud- 
ied in an anempt to understand how changes in the circulation 
density distribution, y(s). the dispa-sion rate. To nducc 
the impact on other design considaations, minimnl changes are 
made in each planform modifidon. 

Themostimponaatinsightobsained is thatdrasticchmgtsh 
y(s) - the d u ~ r  aozzles in M g  p~ 
dispaslon rate. The modified planform with the greatest ln- 
crease indispersionra& d e s i ~ a s t h e Y B - 2 E F .  is shown in 
Figure 5 witb its circulation density disaibution. 

most 
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Figure 5 YB-2EF planform and circulation density 
distribution 
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Figure 6 YB-2EF vortex sheet evolution 
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The V-tail is placed along the centerline with a 70° included 
angle similar to the F-117. The included angle prevents the tail 
from acting as a comer radar reflectM31. Unlike the rest of the 
p l a n f m  the V-tail produces negative lift which results in a neg- 
arive y(s) for the left tail and a positive value for the right. The 
tips of the V-tail provide theoretically infinite circulation density 
values due to the discontinuities in the chord length rate of 
change. 

As compared to the B-2. the circulation density for the cen- 
ter-most section of the YE-2E.F is unchanged. By changing the 
nailing edge slope of the next outboard sections, dddy becomes 
negative for the left outboard section and positive for the right 
outboard section. Although the circulation density value remains 
the samc for the center-most section, the actual chord lengths are 
shortened to introduce mother set of theoretically infinite circula- 
tion density values at the centers of the exhaust nozzles. This 
modification plays an important role in incrcasing the dispersion 
rate. Figure 6 demonstrates the vortex sheet evolution of the 
YB-2EF. and Figure 7 shows a direct comparison of the engine 
arc-length growth rate between the YB-2EF and the B-2. 
Although the modifications may have reduced the thermal de- 
tectddity, vulnerability of aircraft detection by other means and 
manufacturing difficulties may have been simultaneously in- 
creased. 

x = YB-2EF o = B-2 

9.9 9,s I .*  1 .1  I.* 1,s 

xlb 

Figure 7 (a) Comparison of engine arc-length growth 
rate between YB-2EF and B-2 

5.  Experimental Assessment 

The experimental portion of this investigation was conducted 
at the University of Michigan Aerospace Engineering 
Depamncnt towing tank facility. The experimental nsults assess 
the accuracy and validity of the computational d e l .  

The experiment consists of towing a scaled B-2 model in a 
water tank The model is mounted at approximately 12O angle of 
attack and supported at the centerline. As the model travels 
downstream, gravity-fed laser fluorescent dye emerges from a 
milled opening on the prcssurc side of the model. A neon-argon 
laser beam, oscillating at approximately 180 I - 4  produces a 
laser sheet normal to the fnesueam, analogous to the numencal 
Trefftz-plane. The laser shcct excites the dye molecules and re- 
veals the two-dimensional structure of the vortex sheet, enabling 
a camera to photograph the evolution 

Figure 8 shows the various frames of the experimental vor- 
tex sheet evolution. Two separate mals are shown, Eramcs (a) 
through (d) and Frames (e) through 01). In (a) through (d), the 
initial vortex sheet development is clearly shown. In this trial 
run. the dye passage was partially blocked causing the missing 
section in the right half of the vortex sheex 

Although the B-2 is the only planform tested in the towing 
tank, the results were sufficient to assess the validity of the nu- 
merical model. The general shape of the vortex sheet at various 
downstream locations is in close agreement with the numerical 
output As demonstrated by the experiment, the upper vortex 
pair collapses and mixes macc rapidly with the lower vortex pak 
This mixing phenomnon would have been obtained numdcally 
if the computations wen performed to a fartha x/b. In addition, 
Frames (e) and (f) show that the vortex sheet evolves into a pair 
of counter-rotating vorrices, as stated earlia 

I. = YB-2EF o = B-2 

xlb 

Figure 7 (b) Comparison of the early stages 
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Figure 8 B-2 experimental vortex sheet evolution 
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6 .  Conclusions 

This study has developed a simple numerical model of lifting 
body vortex wakes. lko aircraft an used for full scale imple- 
mentation, the YB-49 and the B-2. The aircraft are chosen for 
their close resemblance to lifting bodies. Experimental data 
demonstrated that the computational model satisfactorily simu- 
lates the vortex sheet evolution. 

This investigation utilizes the computational model to obtain 
an approximation of the exhaust dispersion phenomenon. 
Modifications are made to the B-2 planform to understand how 
the exhaust dispersion rate is affected by planform geometry. 
One major observation is made from the modifications. 
Discontinuities placed near the exhaust nozzles an significant 
factors in increasing the dispersion rate. An important conclu- 
sion from this example is that small modifcations in planform 
geometry can considerably alter the vortex wake evolution and 
the comsponding dispersion rate. 
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